INTRODUCTION

The people in Boyolali Regency, especially in Sobokerto Village, Ngemplak District, are dominated mainly by homemakers 372 who work at home and are responsible for the needs of their household BPS data(2018). Household activities must be kept from meeting basic needs, namely eating. Homemakers prepare food by cooking in the kitchen, which is closely related to cooking oil. The use of cooking oil for households in Indonesia is 3.66 liters BPS data (2022); in Central Java, cooking oil from the existing data is one of the needs of homemakers cooking oil.

Cooking oil is refined from vegetable oil used to fry food. Almost every homemaker activity of frying food in the kitchen because the fried food is consumed, not looking at it in terms of age; in other
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Abstract:
Used cooking oil comes from the process of frying with the same cooking oil over and over again. Using used cooking oil can pose a danger to the human body, and the continuous disposal of waste cooking oil is detrimental to the environment and human survival. Making soap in Sobokerto District, Boyolali Regency with the addition of Eco Enzyme as an anti-bacterial additive, where eco enzyme itself has chemical properties that can be used as multi-purpose soap. Eco Enzyme is the result of fermentation of organic kitchen waste such as vegetable and fruit waste. Eco Enzyme raw materials have many benefits that are multiplied and can be used in everyday life in liquids that are fermented to produce acidic chemical compounds. Used cooking oil obtained from Sobokerto Village, Ngemplak District, Boyolali Regency produces 50 kg. The multipurpose soap produced by the women of Sobokerto Village produced 210 bottles. packaging per bottle of 330 ml – period December 2022-March 2023. Cooking oil is a form of vegetable oil, in the form of glyceride compounds from various fatty acids present in the glycerides themselves. The results of the informants used multi-purpose soap, from their smell, said that it smelled good with an orange color and that the consistency of the liquid that looks like liquid has foam that foams and there is one informant who said it was foaming, the effectiveness of the mat and some said that the mat did not, the effect of using it doesn't feel hot and not itchy.
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INTRODUCTION

The people in Boyolali Regency, especially in Sobokerto Village, Ngemplak District, are dominated mainly by homemakers 372 who work at home and are responsible for the needs of their household BPS data( 2018). Household activities must be kept from meeting basic needs, namely eating. Homemakers prepare food by cooking in the kitchen, which is closely related to cooking oil. The use of cooking oil for households in Indonesia is 3.66 liters BPS data (2022); in Central Java, cooking oil from the existing data is One of the needs of homemakers cooking oil.

Cooking oil is refined from vegetable oil used to fry food. Almost every homemaker activity of frying food in the kitchen because the fried food is consumed, not looking at it in terms of age; in other
words, all ages consume fried food (Putra et al., 2016). Used cooking oil is cooking oil resulting from frying, used repeatedly using the same cooking oil. The use of cooking oil continually can affect the quality of cooking oil and nutrition in food. So, if food from fried cooking oil is consumed, it can cause disease in our bodies. Another problem faced is that the disposal of used cooking oil in the environment continuously can damage or pollute the environment (Pujiati, 2018); this happened in Sobokerto Village, where used cooking oil was thrown away without any processing.

Disposal of waste cooking oil haphazardly can result in soil and water pollution. Soil pollution occurs because causing the soil pores to close and the ground gets complicated will disturb the ecosystem. While water pollution occurs because the ingress of sewage into the water results in decreased water function, so no longer able to support the activity of humans and causes them to arise clean water supply problems. Part of the most significant cause of water pollution is liquid waste from industry and solid waste in the form of domestic garbage (Rumaisa et al., 2019).

Eco Enzyme is processed from organic waste, which we usually throw in the trash (Warsito et al., 2021). So Eco Enzyme results from the fermentation of organic kitchen waste such as vegetable and fruit waste. Eco Enzyme raw materials have many benefits that are multiplied and can be used in everyday life in fermented liquids to produce acidic chemical compounds (Pranata et al., 2021), one of which is as a multipurpose soap.

The results of the product have been studied by killing gram negatives and viruses with 60% (12.5% level) can kill germs. This waste treatment system was first discovered in 2003 by a doctor from Thailand who received an FAO award (Junaidi et al., 2021).

Nowadays, processing organic waste in society is still concentrated in the final approach, namely with (end-of-pipe), waste is collected, transported, and disposed of at the waste processing site. People still need to learn that organic garbage can still be used for health and children's health. A garbage heap with a large volume in the location of the place final waste processing has the potential to release methane gas which increases greenhouse gas emissions glass and contributes to global warming (Septiani et al., 2021).

There needs to be a solution to the problems faced by the community regarding used cooking oil waste and efforts to prevent waste cooking oil from polluting the environment and waters. One way is by reprocessing used cooking oil into a product that can be utilized by the community that has economic value and empowering homemakers in processing oil into products that are useful in everyday life (Rahayu et al., 2020 dan Wijaya et al., 2014). One alternative for using used cooking oil is making soap. Utilizing Eco Enzyme as a natural raw material to make multipurpose soap products.

Making soap requires one of the innovations that are easy to use using used cooking oil and Eco Enzyme. In addition, soap produced from processing using cooking oil and Eco Enzyme has economic value, so it has the potential to be developed among the community. It can increase the source of income for homemakers, especially in Sobokerto Village, Ngemplak District, and Boyolali Regency.

This was responded to by PT Pertamina Patra Niaga DPPU Adi Sumarmo through the CSR Community Development program as a form of social and environmental responsibility in the ring 1 area of the company’s work operation unit by assisting KWT Ngudi Makmur, whose members consist of homemakers in the Derivatives Hamlet, Sobokerto Village, Ngemplak District, Boyolali Regency. Community empowerment is carried out by using cooking oil waste to make multipurpose soap which can be used to wash household furniture, dirty clothes, and dirty floors. This aims to educate the public to participate in protecting the environment from the dangers of used cooking oil waste and to be able to become a means for increasing income from the sale of multipurpose soap from environmentally friendly products.

METHODS
Table 1. How to Make Multipurpose Soap Made From Used Cooking Oil and Eco Enzyme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastic teapot</td>
<td>60 ml Eco Enzyme</td>
<td>1. Add cooking oil and heated coconut oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic gloves</td>
<td>1 sendok spatula plastic Tc</td>
<td>2. Add distilled water + KOH + Citric Acid, and stir in container one until it cools down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand blender</td>
<td>Dye</td>
<td>3. Put used cooking oil and oil into one blender container until mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden spatula</td>
<td>Deodorizer</td>
<td>4. Container 1 is steamed with boiling water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic spatulas</td>
<td>5-gram Citric acid</td>
<td>5. Put container one material into the plastic paint bucket, wait three days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stove</td>
<td>130 ml Distilled water</td>
<td>6. Then the ingredients in the bucket are added coloring and fragrance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>100 ml Coconut oil</td>
<td>7. Put the soap in a 330 ml bottle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottle</td>
<td>116-gram KOH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scissors</td>
<td>400 ml Cooking oil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic paint bucket</td>
<td>25 kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

There is a community empowerment program carried out by PT Pertamina Patra Niaga DPPU Adi Sumarmo through assistance to the Women Farmers Group / KWT Ngudi Makmur in the Turunan Hamlet, Sobokerto Village, Ngemplak District, Boyolali Regency through the use of used cooking oil for making multipurpose soap (washing household furniture), washing clothes, cleaning floors, and so on).

Utilization of used cooking oil as an effort to protect the environment from the dangers caused by used cooking oil. Processed waste cooking oil products are an effort to increase the community's income, especially for women who are members of KWT Ngudi Makmur. During the multipurpose soap production period from December 2022-March 2023, as many as 50 kg of used cooking oil produced 210 bottles of multipurpose soap with 330 ml packaging, which were sold both online through marketplaces and offline.

Eco Enzyme is processed from organic waste that we usually throw in the bin waste (Warsito et al., 2021). So Eco Enzyme results from the fermentation of organic kitchen waste such as vegetable and fruit waste. Material Baku Eco Enzyme has many benefits multiplied and can be utilized in fermented liquid daily life to produce acidic chemical compounds (Pranata et al., 2021)

Ecoenzyme content report in his research that the content of eco enzyme is acetic acid (H3COOH) which can kill germs, viruses, and bacteria. Besides that, eco enzyme too Contains Lipase, Trypsin, and Amylase, capable of preventing pathogenic bacteria. In research, others mentioned that eco enzymes could kill E. coli, S. aureus, S. Typhi, C. Albicans, and viruses. Selection of eco enzymes as essential ingredients for making laundry soap hand, because the material is accessible, can be obtained by using organic kitchen waste from scraps, vegetables, and fruits as well as the content of eco enzymes that can kill germs, viruses, and bacteria (Iswati et al., 2021).

Cooking oil is a form of vegetable oil in the form of glyceride compounds from various fatty acids present in the glycerides themselves. In food technology, oil, and fat play an essential role because they have a high boiling point (about 200°C), so they can be used to fry food so that the fried ingredients lose most of the water they contain and become dry. Oils and fats also give a specific savory taste to oil which is different from the savory protein and gives a specific aroma (Putra et al., 2012)
Used cooking oil can be used through a purification process to be reused as a raw material for oil-based products such as soap (Naomi et al., 2013). Soap is a surfactant used with water to wash and clean stains. When applied to a surface, soapy water effectively binds particles in suspension, easily carried by clean water. Soap is produced from the hydrolysis of oil or fat into free fatty acids and glycerol, followed by saponification (Fessenden & Fessenden, 1997).

**Figure 1.** The process of making Eco Enzyme

**Figure 2.** The process of making soap is versatile

**Figure 3.** A store selling multipurpose soap and multipurpose soap products

**Table 2.** Perception Test Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Source person 1</th>
<th>Source person 2</th>
<th>Source person 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smell</td>
<td>Fragrant</td>
<td>Fragrant</td>
<td>Fragrant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of the informants who used multipurpose soap, from their smell, said that it smelled good with an orange color and that the consistency of the liquid that looks like liquid foam that foams; there is one informant who said it was foaming; the effectiveness of the mat and some said that the mat did not, the effect of using it does not feel hot, does not feel itchy and not dry on the skin.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion from the activities carried out in Sobokerto Village, Ngemplak District, Boyolali Regency, is that homemakers already know the proper process of processing used cooking oil and making Eco Enzyme from vegetable waste. This activity provides innovation, information addition, knowledge, and residents' skills in processing organic waste and other natural plants that are commonly found in the surrounding environment as health products that are environmentally friendly and useful. The results of the informants who used multipurpose soap, from their smell, said that it smelled good with an orange color and that the consistency of the liquid that looks like liquid foam that foams; there is one informant who said it was foaming; the effectiveness of the mat and some said that the mat did not, the effect of using it does not feel hot, does not feel itchy and not dry on the skin.
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